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ON ELLIPSIS IN SOME LATIN CONSTRUCTIONS 

By J. B. GREENOUGH 

T is fitting that for this volume, dedicated to Professor Goodwin, 
I should write upon a syntactic subject; for it was through the 

reading of Professor Goodwin's ifoods and Tenses, about 1870, that 
the idea of Syntax proper, a Syntax that should mean something, not 
involved in the mists of metaphysics, but plain and substantial, first 
occurred to me. 

At that time there had been a tendency to explain many construc- 
tions by supposing an ellipsis of some. expression which, when the 
nature of the moods was better known, proved to be unnecessary. 
Hence arose arn opposing tendency to eschew ellipsis altogether as a 
means of syntactic explanation. This tendency was assisted by the 

impossibility of supplying directly in many cases an ellipsis satisfactory 
in form, and hence it became the prevailing one, and, though otherwise 

disposed, I joined in this tendency and came to explain constructions 
without resort to ellipsis. But in the course of my lectures on the sub- 

ject I was later forced to recognize a principle which I jocosely called, 
in allusion to Alice in W\'onderland, the " Cheshire Cat theory," that is, 
that an elliptic construction could naturally arise without definite ellipsis, 
or, in other words, you could have the grin without the cat. 

Thus in such phrases as V;unde mi i lapidem? Quo mi/i fortutnam ? 
it would be difficult to supply any definite verb with certainty on which 
the words should have originally depended, but no one can doubt that 

they are in the accusative as objects of some verb or verbs once used 
in such idioms, but now forgotten and no longer definitely conceived; 
else why in an inflected language like the Latin are accusatives used at 
all? The verb has vanished, but its power to govern the accusative as 
a general idea remains. 

So there are also two forms of construction which are apparently 
exclamatory : the accusative and infinitive, and the subjunctive with ut. 
Both of these regularly take an interrogative particle which can have 
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no sense except as properly belonging to some suppressed clause. It 
is perhaps impossible to supply here any definite verb or verbs on which 
these constructions should depend, but it must be noticed that the two, 
though parallel, are different. The infinitive refers to a thought of 
something that has happened or is happening, thus suggest'ng a verb 
of saying. And we may compare the use of dicam, or the occasional 
use of memorabo, introducing what might as well have been an exclama- 
tion. The subjunctive, however, refers to something anticipated or 
feared, such as in a question might not unnaturally be introduced by a 
form "I)o you bid me ? " or "Am I ordered or requested ? " Not that 
any definite form either of commanding or saying is any longer, if it 
ever was, conceived; but the vague idea of a verb is sufficient to carry 
an objective clause, and to this clause the original interrogative particle 
(all that remains of the suppressed sentence) is appended, to denote 
the question as it appeared originally in the construction.. All of which 
points to a clause fe/l to introduce these exclamatory expressions in 
each case, but never expressed nor even definitely conceived. There 
may also be compared the cases in which we cannot be certain whether 
a clause is an exclamation of this kind or an interrogative depending 
on the words previously expressed. Such are Hor. Sat. 2, 5, x8, Vine 
.legam spurro Damae latus. Here we cannot be sure whether utne 
iegamn is an exclamation of Ulysses or a repetition by him of the sup- 
posed commands of Tiresias. Again, in Cic. Cat. I, 22, Quampuam 
quid /oquort ... Te ut ui/a res langrat? the second clause is probably 
an exclamation, but might equally well be a purpose clause completing 
the preceding question. Such usages show the habit of the language to 
employ these clauses in an independent or semi-independent manner, 
out of immediate connection with the governing verb. 

Certain forms of the subjunctive are often found in expressions either 
of wish or command, apparently independent, with udnam and ut, and 
the question of ellipsis has arisen in respect to these. Vdnamn in such 
cases is undoubtedly interrogative and as such can introduce an inde- 
pendent clause. Hence no ellipsis is necessary or natural. The analysis 
is clearly " How shall the thing occur which is desired ? " which passes 
into a wish that it might occur. The same is true of the rare use of ut 
in the same sense. But where the expression is one of command or 
the like, such an analysis seems impossible. In expressions of command 
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ut (ui') is only explicable, as that and the like in other languages, as 
a fully developed relative. If relative, it must require an antecedent, 
at least in idea, and therefore a clause must be supplied to contain that 
antecedent. The clause, as in the other cases, need not be precisely 
formulated. It is sufficient that it be vaguely conceived in the mind as 
an idea of "taking care" or "seeing to it" or the like. It is to be 
noticed that these expressions are found only in colloquial language, 
in which ellipsis is especially common. We may then well distinguish 
between these clauses of command and those of wish in which no 

ellipsis is necessary. 
A construction about which much question has arisen appears in Cic. 

T.i). i, Ixxs5: 

Nam nos decebat coetus celebrantes domum 
Lugere ubi esset aliquis in lucern editus, etc. 

Is there or was there ever in this a felt ellipsis of a condition? Cer- 
tainly, if this referted to past time, as such forms often do, there would 
be no need of assuming any condition. There can be no doubt that 
a judgment can be expressed regarding the fitness or unfitness of a 
past action without any protasis either expressed or implied, in case 
the action was performed or in case it is not known whether it was 
performed or not. In such a case, therefore, there certainly need be 
no protasis implied. 

But this expression also means, and preferably, "it ought now to be 
done so and so, but is not" (for a difference in intonation between the 
two meanings see 

Har•,ard Studies, vol. VII, p. 13 ff.). How from 
the first meaning, the natural one, it could possibly gain the second 
without an ellipsis of some conditional idea, it seems impossible to 
comprehend. Without such an idea, it would always remain an abstract 
judgment in past time as to the propriety of a certain course of action. 
I can conceive of no other way by which the change could be made 
except by a natural growth through the idea of a supposed case like " if 
the rule had made any difference." Thus the genesis would be through 
an expression like "The rule is (if you propose to follow it, or if you 
want to know) so and so." One can suppose a lawyer giving such 
advice to a person asking what to do with his tax assessment list. He 
might not express such a condition, nor even have it formulated, but 
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the emphasis on rule obviously implies that such a vaguely conceived 
idea is there. Such a judgment transferred to past time, as in decebat 
"it was fitting," would retain the same condition, now, in consequence 
of its non-performance, become contrary to fact. 

In the same vague way as before the condition still remains. It is 
to be remembered that, according to this theory, formulation is not 
needed. It is sufficient if the notion of the condition is present to the 
mind, in however vague a form. It is through such a process as this, 
undoubtedly, that the then past becomes now conditionally present and 
thus the contrary to fact idea arises. Nothing but a condition combined 
with the inlerent futurity of the judgment made in past time could turn 
it into a present contrary to fact. 

In regard to the analogous construction in the present indicative 
where a judgment is expressed as to the fitness or unfitness of a course 
of action, we are not logically authorized to assume a condition where 
none is expressed, because there is nothing to show whether the first 
idea above mentioned is intended or the second, unless a condition is 
expressly added. Thus in the famous Horatian passage (Hor. Odes, 
I, 37) 

Nunc est bibendunm, nunt eede libero 
Adsanda tellus, nunc Saliaribus 
Ornare pulvinar deorum 

Tempus erat daibus sodales, . . . 

as to the first action no condition need be assumed, as the judgment 
might be expressed absolutely, but as the second is impliedly not per- 
formed the whole would lose its logical force unless some condition 
were in the speaker's mind. But it is quite otherwise when a condition 
is expressly stated, as in Plaut. Trinummus, i 185 : 

Immo huic parumn est: 
Namrn si ro peccads centum ducat uxores, parum est. 

There seems no necessity for a condition to the first parum est, but 
the second one has one; hence, though the action is performed, the 
judgment is shown to be conditional by its reference to the condition 
actually expressed. 

On the contrary, when the subjunedve is used in potential expressions, 
as it is with other verbs than those of necessity, etc., a condition is 
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always present to the mind, as in velim, videas, cerneres, though, as in 
the last case, its expression would be almost absurd. It cannot be too 
often reiterated that in a conditional sentence a conclusion would be 
illogical without a corresponding member of some form, however vague, 
and the only two uses that can be traced of the subjunctive in the Indo- 
European languages are the hortatory (probably itself a conditioned 
future, see my Laidn Subjuncive, passim) and the conditional. So we 
may fairly assume that the presence of a subjunctive is a sign of a 
c:ondition of some kind unless the mood is hortatory in its origin, which 
is impossible here. 

Taking together, then, these several constructions, it appears (z) that 
the Latin language is not inimical to the ellipsis of obviously important 
parts of the sentence, (2) that to prove an ellipsis it is not necessary to 
supply one in form, but that a vague idea, unformulated even in the 
mind of the speaker, is sufficient, if present, to perform a grammatical 
function even in so precise an inflected language as the Latin, and (3) 
that there are many cases in which logic demands the assumption of 
omitted parts of the sentence, either sporadically or as a regular pheno- 
menon in the construction, so that we need not hesitate on account of 
any prejudice against ellipsis to explain constructions by it where logic 
seems to require. 
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